
Lecture 3: Blackbody Radiation

                  Goal of the lecture: U
nderstand the origin of Planck's

                                                   constant and the quantisation of energy

                  I expect you to learn:
                                                      -W

hat is a "blackbody"
                                                      -W

hat is the em
issive power of a 

                                                        blackbody
                                                      -W

hat is the Rayleigh-Jeans result
                                                        and the "U

ltraviolet Catastrophe"
                                                      -H

ow Planck solved this problem
    

                                                         
                        Lecture follows Section 1.1 of the textbook                         



O
rigins of Q

uantum
 Physics

 A
t the end of the 19th century,  attem

pts at understanding the 
observed properties of blackbody radiation using classical physics 
(N

ewton's laws, M
axwell's laws, laws of therm

odynam
ics)failed. 

Planck found a solution but it took tim
e before the conceptual 

im
plications of this work were understood. These concepts 

represented a radical departure from
 classical physics worldview.

 H
istorical note: textbooks often present the em

ergence of quantum
physics as the result of Planck finding a solution to a "crisis" in 
classical physics i.e. as a reaction to the "ultraviolet catastrophe" of
Rayleigh and Jeans. This is not accurate.  See Physics W

orld of 
D

ecem
ber 2000 (physics library 2nd floor) for a m

ore details. 
  



Blackbody Radiation

You have seen the surface of a hot object em
it electrom

agnetic
radiation (for exam

ple: heating elem
ents in oven or toaster).

The object does not need to be hot to em
it radiation: > 0K will do

Two questions we would like to answer in this lecture:

    1-how m
uch electrom

agnetic energy is em
itted by a body in 

      therm
al equilibrium

?

    2-how m
uch energy is em

itted at a given by that body at a given
        wavelength?



Blackbody Radiation

So, what do we m
ean by "blackbody"?  

       A
 body that absorbs all radiant energy that falls on it

 





Blackbody Radiation (Continued)

The first accurate m
easurem

ents of spectral em
ittance 

were m
ade by Lum

m
er and Pringsheim

 in 1899. They 
observed the distributions below:

W
e see that:







Rayleigh-Jeans Law

Rayleigh and Jeans tried to determ
ine          from

 electrodynam
ics.

  N
ote: we will gloss over the details here but you will com

e back to
  this m

aterial in your therm
al physics course. A

lso, m
ore E&M

  will help you go through the derivations.

 W
e need to determ

ine how m
any waves or m

odes can fit inside a
 blackbody cavity. The EM

 waves m
ust be "standing waves" so that

 there is no dissipation (we've got therm
al equilibrium

)









Standing EM
 waves are em

itted and absorbed by the atom
s in cavity. They 

act as electric dipoles (little harm
onic oscillators). The energy of those 

oscillators depend on the am
plitude and frequency of oscillation. The 

am
plitude can take any value therefore the energy of the oscillator can take 

any value. W
hat if this is wrong?







N
ote that for long wavelengths, Planck's form

ula agrees with 
 the one obtained by Rayleigh-Jeans: for long wavelengths, the 
quantum

 of energy is sm
all relative to KT so the "discreetness" is less 

evident and the energies are nearly continously distributed.

Can you prove it m
athem

atically?  




